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Operating model & governance. An eﬀective
operating model for Citizen Development
requires an automation COE to provide guidelines
for control and process standardization (as well
as guardrails for risk mitigation)
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Automation lifecycle. Establishing a signiﬁcantly
leaner automation lifecycle—with reduced
documentation requirements and a simpliﬁed
audit process—reduces the hurdles to building
and deploying automations.
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The building blocks for
eﬀective Citizen Development

Risk and mitigation framework. To avoid
potential business, technical, and
security/compliance risks, it’s critical to coordinate
with risk and security teams to identify program
vulnerabilities speciﬁc to the organization.

A strong foundation is crucial to an
eﬀective and sustainable Citizen
Developer program. Such a foundation
rests on ﬁve building blocks:
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Change management and communications
strategies. Robust strategies include a change
management plan, a communications plan, a
reward and recognition framework, and a
comprehensive training plan.

Tools and technology. When governing a Citizen
Developer program, it helps to have a set of tools
to manage details such as pipeline management,
tollgate approval, and value tracking.
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